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00:44:32 Marta Kozlowska: This is a fascinating piece of work - so detailed, too. Thank you 

for presenting. 

00:45:02 PO YANG-China-PKU: Thanks! 

00:45:29 Simon Marginson: Colleagues. Please now post your questions and statements for 

the Q&A, in the Chat 

00:49:32 Zhuoli Qin: Thx! A very informative presentation on an interesting topic. I wonder 

how the formulas used for variables were developed in the research? 

00:56:55 jisun jung: thank you for the interesting presentation. Can you explain the skill 

classification more detail (high/medium/low skills) in Chinese context and match with 

educational levels? 

01:00:51 Yangxi Liu: I want to answer a question with my slides, is that fine? 

01:03:31 Zhuoli Qin: Sorry i can not unmute myself 

01:06:10 jisun jung: thank you for the response! 

01:07:33 Dr. Bhaskar C.: Thanks CGHE. Indeed seems an effective quantitative study with 

important variables. 

01:07:34 Zhuoli Qin: Yes you answered 

01:07:40 Zhuoli Qin: Thx! 

01:10:44 Simon Marginson: that's excellent Carly 

01:10:59 Marta Kozlowska: These things happen - no need to worry too much, though it can 

be frustrating… 

01:11:09 Jason Gregory: in terms of skills sorting? Did the research cover if the skills of the 

graduates are relevant to local economy? 

01:13:09 Marta Kozlowska: If I may, is skill sorting linked somehow to candidate sorting by 

universities in China? A quick one, as I've got to teach at 3… Thank you in advance for such a 

great presentation today. 

01:13:59 Marta Kozlowska: I meant: for your presentation and …. the answer in advance 



01:14:19 Carly Brownbridge (Admin): Apologies for the technical problems today! Thank you 

for joining us today. A recording of this session will be posted on the CGHE site: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/the-influence-of-high-skill-

agglomeration-on-skill-sorting-evidence-from-china-tertiary-education-expansion/  

Our next webinar, “Once Highly Productive, Always Highly Productive”? Research 

Productivity from a Life-Cycle Perspective, will take place on Thursday from 2pm (UK). You 

can register here:  https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMtdO-

orzkrHdJYlrXKmFPrJymUF3Nam9zH  

01:15:07 Victorița Trif: Thank you! 
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